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Student cup Maastricht 
The 12th of May Hellingproof travelled all the way 

to Maastricht in the ‘far south’ of the Netherlands 

for the student cup of Maastricht. The student cup 

of Maastricht or better known as ‘de ronde van 

Wolder’ is always one of the hardest races of the 

year, because of its hilly track. However, with a 

name like Hellingproof we couldn't ride unnoticed 

in a race like this. First of all, it was time for the 

men’s race without license. With a staggering 

number of thirteen riders, the Hellingproof colours 

were widespread throughout the peloton. Our 

hellingprof Bram started this race wearing the 

leaders jersey, so we started with the task of 

defending the leaders jersey. The race 

immediately kicked off explosively and this made it 

tough to keep up with the peloton. Several riders 

already had to chase the peloton and couldn’t 

get back anymore during the first laps and this 

continued during the race. After a few laps some 

riders escaped the bunch, including Bram and the 

Dutch champion Guus Schutte. This started out as 

a promising breakaway with a few strong riders. 

Sadly, a crash in the breakaway made it all 

disappear and Bram abandoned the race and he 

was not able anymore to defend the leaders 

jersey. On the bright side, he was not injured badly. 

With everyone back again in the bunch the pace 

was still kept high which made it difficult to escape 

the peloton. However, a few laps before the end 

of the race a couple of riders managed to escape 

the peloton including Jesper! This breakaway  

 

managed to stay away till the end of the race 

and they sprinted for the win. Jesper sprinted to a 

5th place which he can be proud of! The riders in 

the depleted peloton still sprinted for a spot in the 

top 10. Three more Hellingprofs managed to sprint 

to a spot in the top 10. Robin, Alger and Max 

managed to sprint to the 8th, 9th and 10th place. 

Despite some bad luck during this race for our 

leader Bram, Hellingproof still did a descent job.  

 

After the men’s race without licence it was time 

for the women to race. Sadly, due to injury’s for 

several of our female Hellingprofs, Hellingproof 

didn’t compete in this race.  

Activities 

Club 

Monday open training 18:00 at the Bongerd1 

Wednesday members training 18:00 at the Bongerd2 
 

Training at Sports Centre the Bongerd 
Mountain biking: Thursday 14:00-16:00.1 
 

Other Activities  
5 June: Hellingproof club championships 
11 June: Pubquiz with IJzersterk 
19 June: Training workshop 
23 June: Student cup Utrecht 
 
Check this (Dutch) website for touring possibilities: 
www.ntfu.nl/kalender/kalender.aspx 
 
1 For this activity you have to sign up via the SITE/App of Sports Centre the Bongerd 
2 Signing up is not necessary 
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After the women’s race it was time for the last 

race of the day, the men with licence. With three 

Hellingprofs at the start, Jetze, Bas en Tjalle, 

Hellingproof had some strong riders at the start. 

However, hellingprof Jake who was in first place of 

the GC of the men with licence didn’t start this 

race due to obligations on the other side of the 

channel. This race also started with a crazy pace 

which made a tough race immediately. After just 

three laps Tjalle managed to escape the bunch 

with another rider. They formed a breakaway that 

managed to stay in front of the peloton with a 

gap that differed from lap to lap. Sometimes it 

looked like they would be caught again but the 

peloton couldn’t close the gap. Tjalle felt very 

strong during this race and he almost always rode 

uphill in first place with a dazzling speed. 

Somewhere halfway in to the race Jetze 

unfortunately got a flat and his race was over. 

With a few laps to go the other rider of the 

breakaway couldn’t keep up with Tjalle’s pace 

anymore. So, Tjalle was on his own for the last few 

laps. These last few laps were very exciting 

because the peloton got closer and closer to 

Tjalle, but it still looked like he would stay out in 

front till the end. Sadly, with crossing the finish line 

for the second last time Tjalle got caught by the 

bunch. Eventually the race ended in a peloton 

sprint, Bas started sprinting quite early but he 

couldn’t sprint to a spot on the podium. The last 

race of the day was an exciting one and it looked 

like it would end well for Hellingproof, but not all 

dreams come true. However, we are proud of our 

riders and it was nice to see so many Hellingprofs 

racing! 

 
The Hellingproof squad at the student cup 
Maastricht 
 

Student cup Amsterdam 
A week later a large delegation of Hellingprofs 

participated in the student cup Amsterdam. A 

week after the hills of the student cup Maastricht, 

the non-climbers saw opportunities to excellerate 

this time. The first race of the day was the men 

without license. Again a huge amount of 

Hellingprofs joined this race which was amazing to 

see! From the start on several Hellingprofs tried to 

escape. Eventually Robin managed to get in the 

breakaway with 2 others. The gap was not big and 

Max saw an opportunity to close the gap on his 

own and joined Robin. However, there was no one 

from Mercurius (the other power block in the 

peloton) in the breakaway: Mercurius kept a high 

pace in the peloton and thus the gap was never 

too big. Sadly, there was a nasty crash near the 

end of the race in which both Alger and Filip were 

involved. Filip had crashed badly and had to go 

the hospital for a broken collarbone. We hope that 

Filip has a speedy recovery and hope to see him 

on the road again soon! Even after this bad crash 

the race went on and Robin managed to win, with 

a nice 4th place for Max!  
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After the men without license it was time for the 

women's race. Unfortunately there were no 

Hellingprofs joining the women's race, but luckily 

we got reinforcement from IJzersterk to make sure 

the Hellingproof colours were still represented 

during the race! 

 

The last race of the day was the men with license. 

The pace was very high from the beginning and 

there were several attempts for a breakaway. 

Eventually, a breakaway of 3 riders formed with 

Jetze in it and they got quite a big lead on the 

peloton. However, Tjalle got bored and started 

chasing the 3 leaders on his own. In his vroom-

vroom style he was riding very fast (maybe even in 

his D2). Eventually, Tjalle had closed the gap to 10 

seconds. However he didn't get any closer and he 

prepared himself for a nice chasse patate. In the 

end, Jetze took a nice 3rd place on the podium! 

Bas, who managed to escape with a small group 

in the end, became 6th.  

 
A nice spot on the podium for Jetze 

 

We're very proud that every student cup there are 

so many Hellingprofs enthusiastic for racing! And 

we want to thank Peerenboom Fietsen for using 

their van to transport our bicycles to both 

Maastricht and Amsterdam! 

 

 

World University Championships 

Cycling 

From the 9th till the 14th of June in 2020, the FISU 

World University Championships Cycling (WUCC) 

will take place in and around Nijmegen, the 

Netherlands. There are four disciplines during that 

week; road race, individual time trial, MTB CX and 

MTB eliminator. It will be a great week for cycling 

enthusiasts. To help organize this event, a lot of 

volunteers are needed, for which all sorts of 

activities will take place and for which a camping 

area is designated. It’s still a fairly long time till this 

event but we would like for you to keep this in 

mind.  

The kick-off for the WUCC will take place next 

week, on the 31th of May, where a small press 

conference is combined with Rush-hour, an 

elimination criterium in the center of Nijmegen. It 

promises to be a spectacular race, with for 

example Niki Terpstra competing for victory, so we 

really recommend you to go to Nijmegen to go 

see this cool event.  

 

Hellingproof general reserve 

The last years Hellingproof has build up some 

general reserve. However, we want to use this in a 

way that benefits Hellingproof and its members. 

We as a board have several ideas what to do, 

such as buying a new mountainbike or financing 

an NSK in Wageningen. But we are also interested 

in your ideas so if you have any nice ideas for how 

we should use the general reserve please contact 

us by sending an email to 

wielrenners.wageningen@gmail.com.  
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Thymos lustrum committee 

On the 4th of March 2020, SWU Thymos will 

celebrate her 65th anniversary, which means her 

13th lustrum! Thymos wants to celebrate this with 

fantastic activities for all students who love sports 

as much as we do! To make this lustrum a big 

success thymos needs a committee. This 

committee will partly exist of (old) Thymos board 

members, but also you can be part of this 

committee! Are you great at organizing activities, 

do you love sports and parties? Then you are the 

one Thymos is looking for! Are you interested or do 

you want more information? E-mail Thymos at 

swu.thymos@wur.nl 

 

IJzersterk training weekend 

During the ascension weekend (from the 30th of 

may to the 2nd of june), IJzersterk and Lacustris 

(the Iceskating associations of Wageningen and 

Nijmegen, respectively) will organise a cycling 

weekend to the Ardenne region. Because they still 

have space left in the house they have decided 

to also open the subscriptions to members of 

Hellingproof and Mercurius.  

 

They’ll take the train to Maastricht on the 30th of 

May and cycle to the house near Waimes in 

several groups. The bikes and luggage will be 

transported using a van. The shortest route to the 

house is approximately 75km. The next couple of 

days they will cycle through the Ardenne and Eiffel 

region in several groups. On Friday they will 

organise a time trial on the Rosier, with the other 

student iceskating associations.  

The weekend will approximately cost 70 euros. As 

far as the subscription goes: First come, first serve.  

 

You can subscribe using the following link:  

https://forms.gle/cbNiBbb52HzhrxB29 

Hellingproof club championships 
The Tour of Flanders, Paris-Roubaix or one of the 

other monuments, every cyclist dreams about 

winning one of these some day. But this year there 

will be another one-day race that is as prestigious 

as one of the big five. It is the Hellingproof club 

championships! 

At the 5th of June the Hellingproof club 

championships will take place on the track of AXA 

Veenendaal. We will gather as usual at 6pm in 

front of the Bongerd, from which we cycle 

together to the track of AXA in Veenendaal. 

 

The Women's race will take place first. This race 

starts at 7pm and it will be 30 minutes of racing 

plus 5 rounds. This race is especially a nice 

opportunity to gain some racing experience for 

the women riding the GNSK in June and of course 

also for all the other women.  

 

The men's race (with and without licence) starts at 

7:45pm and it will be 45 minutes racing plus 5 

rounds.  

 

After some exciting racing we will cycle back to 

Wageningen and we will gather at Loburg again 

from 10pm onwards for the ceremony that will 

take place at half past ten. 

So, note the date and be there!! 
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SWN board 
Because two board members of SWN (the Dutch 

student cycling association) are resigning in 

September, SWN is seeking two new board 

members. SWN as umbrella organization is 

committed to the 10 Dutch student cycling 

associations in the Netherlands. SWN board 

activities can be easily combined with your studies 

(maximum 1 hour a week). The tasks consist of 

facilitating the SWN student cup, maintaining 

contacts with the KNWU (Royal Dutch Cycling 

Union), and bringing together the different Dutch 

student cycling associations. Former board 

experience is nice, but certainly not necessary. If 

you are an enthusiastic student cyclists that is 

interested to become SWN board member (or if 

you know someone who might be interested) you 

can contact SWN via 

studentenwielersport@hotmail.com or you can 

send a message to their chairman Yoram (06-

22057072). 

 

Rider of the week(s) 
It has been almost 2 years that someone (Bart of 

course) managed to take a win in one of the 

men’s non-licence races of the student cup. It has 

been a long time… way too long! Last year there 

was hope when Robin was long the leader in the 

SWN classification. However, the curse of Bart 

Schoon was too strong! Until last Saturday when 

Robin could start again in the leaders jearsey 

during the student cup of Amsterdam. And this 

leaders jearsey gave him wings, because he only 

had to attack once to get in the breakaway… 

that’s how fast he was going! Of course with Robin 

in the breakaway the peloton didn’t stand a 

chance and he finished it off nicely in the sprint 

and grabbed the win! His win doesn’t only mean 

that there is now an end to the ‘curse of Schart 

Boon’ but also Robin significantly extended his 

lead in the overall SWN classification. Therefore 

Robin (Robinalio) the Freeze is this week(s) rightful 

rider of the week(s)! 

 
Robin celebrating his win in Amsterdam! 
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Sprint and time trial classifications 
Bram has gained a lot of points last weeks and 

therefore is the new leader in the men’s sprint 

classification. Probably the first time ever that Bart 

is not in the lead in this classification: a special 

moment! 

 
 

Els won the last sprint and managed to overtake 

Anouk again in the women’s sprint classification. It 

seems to be a battle between Els and Anouk this 

year: 

 
 

Thursday 23th of May there was a unique hill 

climbing time trial at the Zijpenberg, a nice hill of 

2.3 km with an average elevation of 3.6%. From 

the men, Tjalle showed during this time trial how to 

do it by taking the win with a difference of 20 

seconds: 

# Name Time 

1. Tjalle 4.14 

2. Jetze 4.34 

3.  Bram 4.38 

4. Jesper 4.39 

5. Roeland 4.45 

6. Jake 4.46 

7. Stijn 4.52 

7. Gijs 4.52 

9. Levien 4.57 

10. Martijn 5.03 

11. Talis 5.24 

12. Robin 6.51 
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Sigrid took the win from the women that 

participated in the time trial. Second was Paula, 

only 4 seconds after, and Vera completed the 

podium on 3rd place: 

# Name Time 

1. Sigrid 5.36 

2. Paula 5.40 

3. Vera 6.01 

 

The men’s time trial classification is now the 

following: 

 
 

In the women’s time trial classification Paula is still 

in the lead: 

 

Who are these ‘Hellingboefjes’? 
Unfortunately, no one managed to discover the 

Hellingboefjes of last week(s). Luckily every cycling 

mail there is a new chance! Here are the answers: 

 
Robin 

 

 
Sigrid 
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And our new boefjes are: 

 
1 

 

 
2 

 

Do you know who these boefjes are? Send a mail 

to wielrenners.wageningen@gmail.com. If you get 

them correct you will obtain an honourable 

mention in next cycling mail! 


